On the basis of Hardy-Weinberg law the distinction in the philosophy of the description of a family tree and a population is considered. With the help of introduction of the equivalent constant mutagen factor both in a family tree and in a population, the analysis of hemophilia is led. Influence of selection at presence of hemophilia is considered. On the basis of idea of Danforth and Haldane about the balance mutagenesis and selection at presence of hemophilia, the interrelation of selection parameter and the equivalent constant mutagen factor is found. It is shown, that dynamics of development of hemophilia in a family tree and in population are similar.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical genetics is a completely special section of biophysics. It enables to understand those or other phenomena in human community, to explain and predict development of this community as from the point of view of health of people, and social processes in community. It allows us to understand the purposes and problems of human community for improvement of the life.
The mathematical genetics is based on Hardy-Weinberg law which was found by English mathematician Hardy and German doctor Weinberg in 1908.
This law in the elementary kind of two alleles of a gene determines that relative frequencies of genotypes in generations correspond to terms of binomial expansion , so where p and q there are alleles frequencies in a population or that is more correct in a family tree. Relative frequencies of genotypes remain constant from generation to generation in case of an ideal  2 q p  population (number of individuals is very large, there is pan-mixing, there is no selection, mutation, migration of individuals, etc.) [1] .
The population will consist of set of family trees which periodically contact among themselves.
The exponent 2 specifies that two different-sex species are necessary for reception of posterity. And the persons are the man and the woman.
Hardy-Weinberg law in genetics has the same fundamental role as, for example, 2-nd Newton law in mechanics. But in the relation to world around these two laws of genetics and mechanics there is an important distinction. The exponent 2 at the Hardy-Weinberg law reflects concrete conditions of life occurrence in the Earth. It is possible to assume that on other manned planets it exponent can have other value. If three different-sex species, for example, are necessary for reception of posterity at the Hardy-Weinberg law there should be an exponent 3. The second Newton law undoubtedly has the same kind everywhere in Universe.
Extremely important topic of mathematical genetics is that there are mutations. The mutations explain genetically dependent hereditary diseases. Mutations allow to explain process of evolution of organisms. Mutations underlie animals and plants breeding.
Mutations are spontaneous and induced [2] . During induced mutations there is an interaction of the mutagen factor and a species with an exposed mutation.
Process of a mutation has stochastic character. The species under action of the mutagen factor with some probability can be subjected to mutations, and can not be subjected.
During the mutation the mutagen factor has the important role. It is possible to classify mutagen factors into two groups: determined and stochastic.
In a room there is an air ball-analogue of the mutagen factor. Molecules of air in a room play a role of species. The model mutation is an impact of a molecule with a ball.
The probability of a mutation depends on a state of a molecule, in this case distances from a ball. With a ball it can cooperate, and the distant molecule and a near molecule can depart from a ball during thermal movement not having heat around it.
But the probability of a mutation depends on behavior of a ball.
The ball can not change the volume-the constant mutagen factor.
It can increase at blow-up and reduce at blow-away. The probability of mutations is changing. For example, at full blow-away a ball probability of mutations become equal to zero. The ball can periodically or aperiodically change the volume. All these processes with a ball are model of the determined mutagen factors [3] .
The ball also can change the volume completely stochastic and it is the model of stochastic mutagen factor [4] .
ACTION OF THE CONSTANT MUTAGEN FACTOR ON A COUPLED WITH THE Х-CHROMOSOME GENOME
The intensive use of the mobile communication, insufficient protection against electromagnetic radiation of computers on a workplace result to that there is a constant mutagen electromagnetic background which is a source of the changes touching a genofund of a human population. Therefore is of interest to consider existence and development genome in conditions of influence of some constant mutagen factor.
At action of the constant mutagen factor there is probably occurrence of the selection resulting in change of genic frequencies in one direction [2] .
Let's consider action of the constant mutagen factor on two-alleles genome coupled with the Х-chromosome. For this purpose we shall assume, that alleles A and a are coupled with the Х-chromosome. 
Men have gemizygote on genes in the Х-chromosome the frequency ratio determined by that the Х-chromosome of the woman at crossing passes to the man's descendant:
Distribution (1) can be used also for the description of blood system АВO. In spite of the fact that to this system corresponds three-alleles ensemble of the genes the two alleles A and B are dominant and their general frequency can be designated at men p m and at women p f . Alleles O has in this case frequency at men m at women q f q . The ratio (1) for blood system АВO is not frequency distribution of genotypes of blood but the genotype frequency aa (or a genotype OO), and also phenotype frequency corresponding to a blood group I it the ratio reflects truly. For example, frequency of alleles O at men and women in Berlin is equal , [2] . 0, 6057f m   The basic demonstration of existence Х-coupled recessive inheritance for a blood system АВO consists that the destruction at disease of blood, for example, hemophilia are men and daughters phenotypic are healthy.
For the first time the mathematical genetics laws has applied Haldane to a problem of hemophilia on basis of Danforth idea about an equilibration of frequency of mutations and selection. Occurrence of hemophilia there is usually concern to spontaneous mutations. However, formally meaning balance of mutations and selection, and also a constancy of occurrence of a family tree mutation (otherwise illness quickly would disappear) it is possible to calculate a task of a hemophilia assuming action of some equivalent constant mutagen factor. Action of selection will be appreciated further.
For a finding of recessive alleles a frequency in a new generation it is necessary to add frequency of homozygote aa and half of frequency of heterozygote Aa from a ratio (1). It is similarly necessary to act and for alleles A. Using this way of calculation of allele frequencies we find that change of alleles a frequency in generations of women equally:
Let's assume:
where
it is some constant factor which we shall name the constant mutagen factor. This factor specifies that alleles frequency a at the woman of the previous generation not in accuracy is equal to alleles frequency at the man of the following generation. Such situation develops if alleles frequency a in a female part of a population during to live before the reproductive period is reduced due to the arisen mutations resulting in
For the solution of the Eq.5 we shall search as q fn = a n where a there is constant. Substituting this formula in (5), we shall find:
Having divided the both parts of the equation on 2 n a  , we shall receive some characteristic equation:
which solutions are two roots 
where 1 and 2 there are constants. The solution (8) with account of initial conditions describes change of alleles a frequency at women in generations with account of the mutagen factor action.
C C
Constants 1 and 2 we shall find proceeding from initial conditions: at n = 0, q fn = q f0 and at n = 1 accord-
We believe that in zero generation of men and women action of the mutagen factor is absent. Thus:
Substituting constants 1 and 2 in the formula (8), we receive the solution of the Eq.5 as:
where for the further transformations it is convenient to use the function of integer argument:
In this case, the formula (9) will be transformed to a kind:
If number of generations there is n then at   On Figure 2 , the calculation of change of alleles a frequency used under the formula (12) is shown depending on generation of women n at various values of the mutagen factor b.
Apparently from Figure 2 , the approach to equilibrium state of genome
On Figure 3 , change of alleles blood O frequency is shown in generations of women at the equivalent constant mutagen factor b = 0.8. . Also increase frequency destructive alleles O at men of the third generation since it is transferred the man. At men destructive alleles O phenotypic it can be shown as hemophilia.
On Figure 4 according to [2] , the family tree of the European royal houses in which men frequently were ill hemophilia is shown. Distribution of the Х-chromosome in a family tree is shown also. The circle leads round the Х-chromosome having destructive alleles O which causes hemophilia. Black squares there are designate men which are sick of hemophilia. From this family tree the gradual increase in number of men which are sick of hemophilia is well visible. The shown family tree not full since on it is possible to conclude that in the third generation all men are sick of hemophilia. Actually it is far from being so. And now in the given royal dynasty the share of sick hemophilia men are not too great. According to the submitted family tree in the first generation from four men one is sick of hemophilia, and in the second generation from seven men three are sick of hemophilia. Rough calculation of increase in frequency sick of hemophilia in a considered dynasty in the first and second generation at men has size 3 1 0.178 7 4   .
Corresponding reduction of a share of genotypic healthy women in the zero and first generation, counted up under the formula (12) is equal 0.106, see Figure 3 . If should be more full family tree results apparently should be more close.
CONNECTION BETWEEN STANDARD PARAMETER OF SELECTION AND THE CONSTANT MUTAGEN FACTOR
In a family tree where the hemophilia is observed, there is selection resulting in decrease of genic frequencies in particular of alleles O to one direction.
Action of selection there is intensive enough. For example, the life period of the men which are sick of hemophilia makes 1/3 from life period of healthy people [2] . Ability to leave offspring at men in comparison with healthy men is reduced. Therefore, not all men of a family tree take part in reception of offspring and destructive alleles O eliminate from a family tree. However is possible the balance of mutagenesis and selection resulting to Further, using a standard rule of a finding of alleles frequency in the following generation (half of heterozygotes frequency plus of homozygotes frequency) and the formula (14) we calculate the frequency of recessive alleles a at women in generation n it is similar [2] where such calculation is made for autosomal genome: preservation of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium on some level i.e. ratio of genotypes frequencies (1) .
The balance at hemophilia mutagenesis and selection allows find connection between the equivalent constant mutagen factor b and standard parameter of selection s [2] .
Let's consider selection against homozygotes aa. In [5] , there is concrete example of such selection-the phenomenon of industrial melanism, i.e. change of painting of butterfly Biston betularia in industrial regions of England is resulted at the end of XIX century. 
(16) where s there is reduction of homozygotes fraction of recessive alleles as a result of selection (selection parameter).
OPEN ACCESS
Genotypes after selection we shall write down for the following generation (n − 1):
At selection all changes in a population occur due to size s therefore we believe that alleles a frequency at the man is equal to alleles a frequency at the woman of the previous generation
Taking into account, that
As it is underlined in [2] , Eq.17 has no general solution even for autosomal genome. Especially it is not present for genome linked with the Х-chromosome. It is essentially complicates the mathematical analysis of the Eq.17. First of all does not allow is proved that the size s re-mains constant from generation to generation.
we find the sum of frequencies of genotypes:
.
Mutagenesis and selection act in one direction. If arisen for the account mutagenesis destructive alleles will be eliminated from the family tree with the same speed due to selection the balance to be kept. A quantity of the destructive genes is kept in a family tree but this quantity will not increase.
We assume in process of mutagenesis in generation n at women the quantity of the destructive alleles O has increased in comparison with generation  1 n   . We assume generation n where the constancy Figure 3 . Frequency of destructive alleles has increased on
. These alleles due to selection eliminate from a family tree. The balance of mutagenesis and selection will arise in case of equality of frequency  fn in mutagenesis and selection since frequency
up to a mutation is supposed in both cases identical.
Taking into account balance mutagenesis and selection, we equate (5) and (17). After simple transformations, we find:
In a case with hemophilia at the mutagen factor b = 0.8 and identical genic frequencies at men and the women equal 0.6057 standard parameter of selection designed under the formula (18) , and fitness of a genotype . The estimation of fitness is enough challenge. One of possible ways to calculate fitness to find it is as the ratio of an average of survived children of the falling one parent which is sick of hemophilia to an average of survived children on one healthy parent. For example, in [6] At the analysis of the accuracy solution of process of mutagenesis, for example, in a case with hemophilia, there is an opportunity of more reliable calculation of constant mutagen factor size if there are authentic data on a full family tree with destruct of corresponding allele.
ACTION OF THE CONSTANT MUTAGEN FACTOR ON A POPULATION
In the previous section, action of the constant mutagen factor on a genome of a family tree has been considered. Besides, it has been marked that spontaneous mutagenesis at balance of mutations and selection (in particular at hemophilia), it is possible to present as action of the equivalent constant mutagen factor.
In the present section, we will analyze action of the constant mutagen factor (mobile communication, radiation of office equipment, etc.) on a human population.
The Hardy-Weinberg law in the kind considered above there is concerns to a separate family tree. Implicitly this law includes time since alternation of generations occurs through certain period. Average time of a life of one generation is 25 30 Т   years. Thus Hardy-Weinberg law has definitely discrete character on time. The population will consist of family trees crossed among themselves and lives in continuous time. Alternation of generations into family trees set results to that generations vary actually according to a continuous time scale.
Therefore we shall pass to a continuous scale of generations n. Under size n in this case we mean time of a life of the population normalized on average on a population time of a life of one generation, i.e. actually continuous dimensionless time.
The analysis we shall make on the basis of HardyWeinberg law written down as [4] :
where the value  there is characterizes some constant mutagen factor. The Eq.19 can be integrated once:
where there is a constant of integration. 
where there is a constant of integration. Let's address now to the analysis of decrease of alleles blood O frequency at there is hemophilia. As it was specified earlier a spontaneous mutation at hemophilia it is possible to present as action of some constant equivalent mutagen factor, in this case  .
Frequency of mutations at hemophilia in different countries (on a population) changes from (Switzerland), up to (Denmark), i.e. a gene of a hemophilia have from 44 up to 64 women on one million [2] . Frequency of mutations it is ratio of number of cases of anomaly display to the double number of the examined individuals the corrected sizes of frequencies of mutations therefore are used. 
